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iPega PG-P5009 Multifunctional PS5 Console Stand
Use the iPega cradle to quickly and conveniently charge 2 PS5 controllers at the same time. It also doubles as a multi-function stand that
lets  you store your  Play Station 5 and up to  14 game discs.  In  addition,  you can hang headphones or  VR glasses on it,  thanks to  the
detachable holder.
 
Charge 2 controllers at once
The  cradle  lets  you  charge  2  controllers  at  the  same  time.  The  5V  voltage  ensures  stable  charging,  so  you'll  be  ready  to  use  your
gamepad again after 2.5-3 hours. In addition, a special indicator in red colour indicates the charging process, and in white colour - a fully
charged battery.
 
Multifunctional
The  PG-P5009 will  not  only  serve  as  a  charger  for  controllers,  but  also  as  a  stand  for  PS5  and games -  it  can  hold  up  to  14  discs.  In
addition, it is equipped with a bracket on which you can hang headphones or VR glasses. You can detach it at any time if you're not using
it at the moment. Thanks to this, you can have your equipment and accessories in one place, which is not only convenient but also allows
you to keep things in order.
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Included
stand for the console
screw
headset / VR glasses holder
user manual
Brand
iPega
Model
PG-P5009
Color
Black
Game disc holder
YES
Number of slots for game discs
14
Charging ports for Sony PS Move controllers
NO
Charging ports for Sony Dual Sense pads
YES
Number of charging ports for Sony Dual Sense pads
2
Earphone holder
NO
Cooling system PS5
NO
Number of fans
-
Operating voltage
DC 5V
Input voltage
DC 4.75-5.5V
Input current
2A
Charging current (Dual Sense pads)
600 mA
Charging time (Dual Sense pads)
3 h
Output port
USB 2.0
Operating temperature
0-45st
Compatibility
PS5 Digital, PS5 CD-Rom
Other
Earphone hook, charge indicator
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Preço:

€ 17.99

Jogos, Gaming controllers
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